Abstract. Oscillation criteria are established for second order nonlinear neutral differential equations with deviating arguments of the form
INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the oscillation problem of the second order nonlinear neutral differential equation with distributed argument: r(t)ψ(x(t)) |z (t)| α−1 z (t) + b a q(t, ξ)f (x(g(t, ψ)))dσ(ξ) = 0, t ≥ t 0 ,
where α > 0 and z(t) = x(t) + p(t)x(t − τ ). We assume that:
(A 1 ) r, p ∈ C(I, R) and −µ ≤ p(t) ≤ 1, µ ∈ (0, 1), r(t) > 0, We restrict our attention to those solutions x(t) of Eq. (1.1) which exist on some half linear [t 0 , ∞) and satisfy sup{|x(t)| : t ≥ t x } = 0 for any T ≥ t 0 . As usual, such a solution of Eq. (1.1) is called oscillatory if the set of its zeros is unbounded from above, otherwise, it is said to be nonoscillatory. Eq. (1.1) is called oscillatory if all its solutions are oscillatory.
We note that second order neutral delay differential equations have various applications in problems dealing with vibrating masses attached to an elastic bar and in some variational problems. For further applications and questions concerning existence and uniqueness of solutions of neutral delay differential equations, see [1, 2] .
In the last decades, there has been an increasing interest in obtaining sufficient conditions for the oscillation and/or nonoscillation of solutions of second order linear and nonlinear neutral delay differential equations with distributed deviating arguments.
The oscillation problem for the nonlinear delay equation such as (r(t)x (t)) + q(t)f (x(σ(t))) = 0, t > t 0 , and the neutral delay differential equation
have been studied by many authors with different methods. Some results can be found in [3] [4] [5] and the references therein. Recently, in [6] , by using the Riccati technique and the averaging functions method, Ruan established some general oscillation criteria for the second-order neutral delay differential equation
Sahiner [7] obtained some general oscillation criteria for neutral delay differential equations (r(t)ψ(x(t))z (t)) + q(t)f (x(σ(t))) = 0 is oscillatory. In Wang [8] and Zhiting Xu [9] , by using the Riccati technique and averaging functions method, have established some general oscillation criteria for second-order neutral delay differential equation with distributed deviating argument
Recently, Aydin [10] and Jiu-Gang Dong [11] obtained some oscillation criteria for the study of second order nonlinear neutral differential equations
In this paper, some oscillation criteria are established for Eq. (1.1). For the case when 0 ≤ p(t) ≤ 1, our results which complement and extend the results in [10, 12] . On the other hand, we will establish some oscillation criteria for Eq. (1.1) in the case −µ ≤ p(t) ≤ 0, µ ∈ (0, 1).
In this section, we establish some oscillation criteria for Eq. (1.1) in the case when 0 ≤ p(t) ≤ 1. For simplicity, we define the following notation.
Lemma 2.1. Let x(t) be a positive solution of Eq. (1.1). Then there exists T 0 ≥ t 0 such that
Proof. Let x(t) be eventually a positive solution of Eq. (1.1). Note that in view of (A 5 ), there exists a t 1 ≥ t 0 such that
Then z(t) = x(t) + p(t)x(t − τ ) ≥ 0 and from Eq. (1.1), (A 3 ) and (A 4 ), we have
) is a nonincreasing function. Now we have two possible cases for z (t) ≥ 0 either z (t) ≥ 0 eventually or z (t) ≥ 0 eventually. Suppose that z (t) ≥ 0 for t ≥ t 2 ≥ t 1 . Then, from (2.3), we have
which implies that
Therefore, from (A 1 ), we have lim t→∞ z(t) = −∞, this contradicts z(t) ≥ 0 for t ≥ t 1 . then z (t) > 0 for t ≥ t 1 . Using this fact together with x(t) ≤ z(t), we see that
Then,
Thus, from (2.3), we get 
for t ≥ T ≥ t 0 , and
Proof. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (1.1). Without loss of generality, we assume that x(t) > 0. Define
Therefore, ω(t) > 0. By differentiating (2.10) and using (2.2), it follows that
Thus, from (A 2 ) and (2.11), we get
Integrating (2.12) from t to t * , we obtain
We claim that
Otherwise, from (2.13) it follows that
Therefore, from (2.7), we get lim t * →∞ ω(t * ) = −∞, this contradicts ω(t) ≥ 0 for t ≥ t 2 . Similarly, we can show
From the above inequality and (2.12), we have lim t * →∞ ω(t * ) = 0. Letting t * → ∞ in (2.13), we get (2.8). To prove (2.9) note that
Thus, we have
which implies (2.9). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 2.4. Assume that
14)
where 
On the other hand, using (2.8), we get
By using the inequality
Taking γ = α, A = 1, B = β and x = λ, we get
This contradicts λ ≥ 1 + λ α+1 α β < 1 and completes the proof.
OSCILLATION CRITERIA FOR
In this section, we present some oscillation criteria for Eq. (1.1) under the case −µ ≤ p(t) ≤ 0 for µ ∈ (0, 1). It will be convenient to make use of the following notation.
Lemma 3.1. Let x(t) be a solution of Eq. (1.1) which is neither oscillatory nor tends to zero. Then there exist t 1 ≥ t 0 such that
Proof. Let x(t) be a solution of Eq. (1.1) which is neither oscillatory nor tends to zero. Without loss of generality, we assume that x(t) > 0. Note that in view of (A 5 ), there exists a t 1 ≥ t 0 such that
From Eq. (1.1), (A 3 ) and (A 4 ),
Thus, (r(t)ψ(x(t))|z (t)| α−1 z (t)) is a nonincreasing function. As a result, z (t) and z(t) are eventually of constant sign. Now we have two possible cases for z(t) either z(t) < 0 eventually or z(t) > 0 eventually. Suppose that z(t) < 0 eventually, say, z(t) < 0 for t > t 2 ≥ t 1 . Consider two cases for x(t): (a) x(t) is unbounded, (b) x(t) is bounded.
(a) Assume that x(t) is unbounded. For t > t 2 , we have
On the other hand, since x(t) is unbounded we can choose a sequence {T n } ∞ n=1
satisfying that lim n→∞ T n = ∞, lim n→∞ x(T n ) = ∞ and max T1≤t≤Tn x(t) = x(T n ). By picking N so large that T N > t 2 and (T N − τ ) > T 1 . Therefore,
Assume that x(t) is bounded. We claim that lim t→∞ x(t) = 0. To see this, note that
which has proved the claim and this contradicts the assumptions that x(t) is neither oscillatory nor tends to zero. Then z(t) > 0 for t ≥ t 2 . Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 until we prove z (t) > 0. Now we have
Therefore, from Eq. (1.1), we get
Further, from (A 5 ) and z (t) > 0 for t ≥ t 2 , we get z(g(t, ξ)) ≥ z(g(t, a)) for t ≥ t 2 , ξ ∈ [a, b]. Thus, (3.4) implies that (3.2) hold. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. Proof. Replacing Θ 2 by Θ 1 and following the similar steps as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we can get all desired results. 4 , g(t, ξ) = t + ξ, f (x) = x and σ(ξ) = ξ. If we take L = 1, then R(t) = 1, Θ 1 (t) = γ t 2 , Q 1 (t) = γ t
